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╅Proper╆ pro-nun-ſha- ſhun1 in Eighteenth-century 
English: ECEP as a New Tool for the Study of 
Historical Phonology and Dialectology 
 
1. Introduction 
In recent years English historical linguists have voiced complaints about the scholarly neglect 
of the Late Modern English period (1700に1900). While grammar and the prescriptive 
grammatical tradition have received increasing attention over the last couple of decades (Beal 
et al., 2008; Tieken-Boon van Ostade, 2008), there is still relatively little research on the 
phonology of Late Modern English, and of the eighteenth century in particular; as Beal (1999: 
13) points out, け[w]here interest is shown in the eighteenth century, phonology is neglected, 
and where interest is shown in the history of English phonology, the eighteenth century is 
neglectedげ. There remains an urgent need for new studies of historical phonology in general 
and of eighteenth-century phonology in particular. One reason for this lack of research could 
be the idiosyncratic notation systems used by eighteenth-century authors, which make it 
difficult to search and interpret phonological evidence. Yet the value of pronouncing 
dictionaries as rich and reliable evidence of lexical diffusion as well as of sound variation and 
change in eighteenth-century pronunciation has been observed in studies such as Beal (1999) 
and Jones (2006).  
With this in mind, we have constructed a new electronic, searchable database of 
Eighteenth-Century English Phonology (ECEP). The purpose of this paper is to present ECEP as a 
tool to facilitate research on the social, regional and lexical distribution of phonological 
variants in eighteenth-century English, thereby meeting the demands of the growing research 
community in Late Modern English generally (Mugglestone, 2003; Hickey, 2010) and in 
historical phonology in particular (Honeybone and Salmons, 2015). ʍ;ﾆｷﾐｪ WWﾉﾉゲげ ふヱΓΒヲ: 127に
68) lexical sets for comparing the vowel systems of present-day varieties of English as its 
reference, the database provides unicode IPA transcriptions for the relevant segment of each 
word given as an example of its lexical set or subset in WWﾉﾉゲげ account of standard lexical sets, 
as documented in eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries (e.gく ʍｴﾗﾏ;ゲ SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ A 
General Dictionary of the English Language, 1780). WWﾉﾉゲげ ゲ┌HゲWデゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗa 
comparison where varieties of English differ as to the distribution of variants within the lexical 
set. For example, whilst the lexical set BATH ｷゲ SWaｷﾐWS ;ゲ けIﾗﾏヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴﾗゲW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ┘ｴﾗゲW 
Iｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴﾏ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴW ゲデヴWゲゲWS ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ っFっ ｷﾐ ɑWﾐAﾏが H┌デ っ嵯衾っ ｷﾐ ‘Pげ ふWells 1982: 133), 
subset (59Hぶ Iﾗﾐゲｷゲデゲ ﾗa ┘ﾗヴSゲ デｴ;デ ;ヴW ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWS ┘ｷデｴ っFっ けｷﾐ ;IIWﾐデゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
otherwise have broad BATH (Australian, West Indian)げ (1982: 134に5), whilst those in subset 
(59c) けデ┞ヮｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ｴ;┗W デｴW PALM vowel in the otherwise flat-BATH ;IIWﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾐﾗヴデｴ ﾗa Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSげ 
(1982: 135). We have retained the subsets in the structure of ECEP in order to determine 
whether these major distinctions between accent systems in present-day English have 
precursors in the variation present across our eighteenth-century data sources. We have 
included all of the examples provided by Wells which occur in these sources in order to reveal 
;ﾐ┞ a┌ヴデｴWヴ ヮ;デデWヴﾐゲ ﾗa ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐく SｷﾐIW WWﾉﾉゲげ ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ ゲWデゲ ;ヴW SWゲｷｪﾐWS ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デﾗ 
investigate vowel systems, and some consonantal changes are also of interest in the study of 
Late Modern English phonology, we have constructed consonantal sets of phonological 
interest and extracted ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐデ S;デ; ｷﾐ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┘;┞ ;ゲ aﾗヴ WWﾉﾉゲげ ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ ゲWデゲく  
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 SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ ふヱΑΒヰぶ デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ふSｷ;IヴｷデｷIゲ ﾗﾏｷデデWSぶ aﾗヴ デｴW ┘ﾗヴS けヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐげが ゲｴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ヮ;ﾉ;デ;ﾉｷ┣WS 
っ崎っ ｷﾐゲデW;S ﾗa っゲｷっ ;デ デｴW ゲデ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW デｴｷヴS ;ﾐS aﾗ┌ヴデｴ ゲ┞ﾉﾉ;HﾉWゲく 
 
This paper describes the structure and contents of the ECEP database, and reports on the 
three-step method of compilation: (i) the selection of primary sources (Section 2); (ii) the 
process of data input and annotation (Section 3); and (iii) the design of the web-based 
interface (Section 4). The context for the development of this new tool is provided in Section 2, 
which gives an overview of the phonology of eighteenth-century English and of the value of 
pronouncing dictionaries as evidence for eighteenth-century pronunciation. Section 5 





2.1 The Phonology of Eighteenth-century English 
Since Charles Jones described the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as the けCｷﾐSWヴWﾉﾉ;ゲ ﾗa 
English hisデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ﾉｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲデｷI ゲデ┌S┞げ ふヱΓΒΓぎ ヲΑ9), there has been considerable progress in Late 
Modern English
2
 studies. Much of this progress has been made possible by the availability of 
corpora such as ARCHER (A Representative Corpus of Historical English Registers), which have 
enabled searches across large datasets for the complex patterns of variation and change which 
characterize this period. However, despite the monographs by Beal (1999) and Jones (2006), 
research on the phonology of this period has been less prolific than that in other areas such as 
morphosyntax, pragmatics and language ideology. One reason for this relative neglect of 
eighteenth-century phonology is the lack of accessible primary source material: as argued by 
Beal (2012b), the corpus revolution which has energised other areas of Late Modern English 
studies has so far had little effect on phonology. The ECEP project aims to redress this. 
Some scholars have actually suggested that the phonology of eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century English is not worthy of their attention. Bloomfield and Newmark (1963: 288), for 
example, state that changes in the language between the eighteenth century and the present 
day are けdue to matters of style and rhetoric [...] rather than to differences in phonology, 
grammar or vocabularyげ. Bloomfield and Newmark go on to state that historical linguists are 
less interested in style and rhetoric, a statement which no longer rings true given the recent 
development of historical pragmatics and historical sociolinguistics. Strang notes デｴ;デ けsome 
short histories of English give the impression that change in pronunciation stopped dead in the 
eighteenth c[entury], a development which would be quite inexplicable for a language in 
everyday useげ ふヱΓΑヰぎ ΑΒぶく MacMahon (1998), after summarising the views of earlier scholars 
who claimed that there had been little change in this period, states that けデｴWヴW is other 
evidence to show that the pronunciation of English more than 150 years ago was noticeably 
different, for reasons mainly of phonotactics (structure and lexical incidence) from what it is 
デﾗS;┞げ (1998: 374, original italics). Whilst both Strang and McMahon assert that changes in 
pronunciation have taken place since 1700, both make the point that these more recent 
changes are less systemic than those occurring in earlier periods. Beal argues that this 
opposition is to some extent け;ﾐ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ IヴW;デWS by the different types of evidence available 
aﾗヴ デｴW W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ;ﾐS ﾉ;デWヴ ヮWヴｷﾗSゲげ ;ﾐS ｪﾗWゲ ﾗﾐ デﾗ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾆW デｴW ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ けI;ﾐげデ ゲWW デｴW ┘ﾗﾗS aﾗヴ デｴW 
デヴWWゲげ: in her opinion, け[i]t is a matter of perspective: at a distance, a forest appears as a 
monolithic block, but, the closer you get to the forest, the more you notice the variation 
HWデ┘WWﾐ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ デヴWWゲげ ふBeal, 2004: 125). Not only are we closer in time to the eighteenth 
century than to the Middle or Early Modern English periods, but the amount of detailed 
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 L;デW MﾗSWヴﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ｷゲ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ｪヴWWS デﾗ Iﾗ┗Wヴ ┘ｴ;デ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS デWヴﾏ デｴW けﾉﾗﾐｪげ WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ ;ﾐS 
nineteenth centuries. See Beal (2004; 2012a), Tieken-Boon van Ostade (2009) for more detailed 
definitions. 
 
information on the pronunciation of more recent English makes us more aware of the range of 
variation. Moreover, some of the changes occurring in this period are still ongoing and/or are 
reflected in variation between varieties of English today. Examples of these changes are the 
SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾉﾗﾐｪげ っ嵯准っが っ査准っ ;ﾐS けゲｴﾗヴデげ っ;っが っ左っ variants in the BATH and CLOTH lexical sets 
respectively (see Beal and Condorelli, ヲヰヱヴ aﾗヴ ;ﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴぶき デｴW けNﾗヴデｴ-South 
Sｷ┗ｷSWげ ｷﾐ デｴW ;HゲWﾐIW ﾗr presence of the phoneme /朔/ (Beal, 2012c); and the ongoing 
palatalization of alveolar consonants preceding earlier /ju准/ (see Section 5 below).  
Since many of the phonological changes taking place in the eighteenth century involve 
shifts in lexical incidence, sources of evidence used to investigate these changes need to be 
lexically rich. As we shall see in the next section, the sources chosen for inclusion in ECEP are 
ideal for these purposes, as they provide evidence for the entire lexicon. 
 
 
2.2 Phonology Sources in ECEP 
Written evidence for the historical pronunciation of English can be divided into direct and 
indirect types. Evidence that is indirect involves sources whose authors were not overtly 
commenting on or describing pronunciation, but which give clues about it. Typical sources of 
indirect evidence are rhymes, puns and non-standard spellings. Direct evidence, on the other 
hand, comes from authors who deliberately set out to describe (or prescribe) the 
pronunciation of their time. In reconstructing the pronunciation of earlier periods of English, 
we have to rely mainly on indirect evidence, but from the sixteenth century onwards, direct 
evidence becomes increasingly available as interest in spelling reform and in phonetics 
increases. Texts such as Christopher CﾗﾗヮWヴげゲ (1687) The English Teacher provide detailed and 
sophisticated descriptions of the sounds of English, lists of homophones and near-
homophones and even metalinguistic comments on the social and/or geographic distribution 
of variants, but exemplify their descriptions with a very restricted number of lexical tokens. 
However, from the middle of the eighteenth century dictionaries are published in which the 
pronunciation of every word is described, and these provide the source material for ECEP. 
To illusデヴ;デW デｴW ケ┌;ﾐデｷデ;デｷ┗W SｷaaWヴWﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ ﾗヴデｴﾗWヮｷゲデｷI ┘ﾗヴﾆゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ CﾗﾗヮWヴげゲ 
(1687) and eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries, let us consider the distribution of 
long and short variants of ME 鍋 in the BATH and START sets. Cooper provides important early 
evidence for the lengthening of the vowel in these sets, which allows us to identify some of the 
ヮｴﾗﾐWデｷI Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW Iｴ;ﾐｪW aｷヴゲデ ﾗII┌ヴゲく Fｷヴゲデ ｴW デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ ﾗa けデｴW ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ ; ﾉｷﾐｪ┌;ﾉげ 
that けｷﾐ デｴWゲW can, pass by, a is short; in cast, past, for passedが ｷデ ｷゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪげ ふヱヶΒΑぎ ヴぶく ʍｴWﾐ ｴW ｪﾗWゲ 
ﾗﾐ デﾗ SｷゲI┌ゲゲ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ けｷゲ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWS ﾉﾗﾐｪ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ゲﾗ┌ﾐSげ ふデｴ;デ ｷゲが 
/a准っ rather than /e准っぶが デｴWゲW HWｷﾐｪ けHWaﾗヴW nch and s when another Consonant follows, and 
before r unless sh folﾉﾗ┘ゲげ ふヱヶΒΑぎ ンヴぶく CﾗﾗヮWヴ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ ; ﾉｷゲデ ﾗa ┘ﾗヴSゲ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴｷゲ ﾉWﾐｪデｴWﾐWS 
a occurs: barge, blast, carking, carp, cast, dart, flasket, gasp, grant, lance, mask, path, tart. 
These words have been chosen to provide the same pre-vocalic environments as words which 
W┝Wﾏヮﾉｷa┞ け; ゲｴﾗヴデげ ふっ;っぶ ;ﾐS け; ゲﾉWﾐSWヴげ (/e准/): thus bar with short /a/ is contrasted with barge 
pronounced with /a准/ and bare with /e准っく Fヴﾗﾏ CﾗﾗヮWヴげゲ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ┘W I;ﾐ ヮｷWIW デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ;ﾐ 
account of the environments in which early lengthening occurs, but we have no way of 
knowing whether the examples chosen represent all the words in which orthographic <a> 
occurs in the given environments. For instance, Cooper provides path as an example of a word 
with /a准/, but does not specify whether the same vowel would be used in other words with this 
post-vocalic environment, such as bath, lath, etc. By contrast, ECEP contains 127 words from 
the BATH set and 28 words from the START set. This will allow users to trace variation between 
/a/and /a准/ across a much larger subset of the lexicon and to identify differences in the 
transcriptions of authors from different places writing at different times within the eighteenth 
century (see Beal, 1999: 105–18 for further discussion of this sound change).  
 
The qualitative value of evidence from eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries has 
been disputed in the past. Dobson, albeit writing at a time when many of the sources used in 
the Eighteenth Century Collections Online
3
 were unknown or inaccessible, staデWS デｴ;デ けデｴW 
eighteenth century produced no writers to compare with the spelling reformers who are our 
main source up to 1644 (Hodges) or with the phoneticians who, beginning with Robinson 
ふヱヶヱΑぶ I;ヴヴ┞ ┌ゲ ﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ ヱヶヵン ふW;ﾉﾉｷゲぶ デﾗ ヱヶΒΑ ふCﾗﾗヮWヴげゲ English Teacher)げ (Dobson, 1957: 311). 
Others have taken issue with the prescriptivism of eighteenth-century authors. John Walker, 
the most successful and influential of these, is often singled out for criticism on this account. 
Sheldon (1947: 146) ┘ヴｷデWゲ デｴ;デ けW;ﾉﾆWヴ ゲ;デｷゲaｷWゲ デｴW デWﾏヮWヴ ﾗa ｴｷゲ デｷﾏW ぷぐへ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ SWﾏ;ﾐS aﾗヴ 
ﾉｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲデｷI ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ヴWaﾗヴﾏげが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ HﾗﾉﾏHWヴｪ (1964: 41) accuses Walker of being 
けｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS H┞ デｴW ゲヮWﾉﾉｷﾐｪげく Iデ ｷゲ デヴ┌W デｴ;デ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾐｪ SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴｷWゲ ┌ゲWS aﾗヴ ECEP ┘WヴW 
written with the aim of providing their readers with a guide to what the authors considered 
けIﾗヴヴWIデげ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐが H┌デ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ゲ;ｷS ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ デ┘WﾐデｷWデｴ- and twenty-first 
century dictionaries which transcribe the pronunciation of English words in RP and/or General 
American. Recent scholars such as Agha (2003), Beal (2003), Ranson (2012) and Trapateau 
(2016ぶ ｴ;┗W ヴWｴ;Hｷﾉｷデ;デWS W;ﾉﾆWヴげゲ ヴWヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ ; ヮｴﾗﾐWデｷIｷ;ﾐ H┞ デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗﾐ ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ 
terms as an important and highly informative source of information on the prestigious 
ﾏWデヴﾗヮﾗﾉｷデ;ﾐ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ デｴW ヮヴWI┌ヴゲﾗヴ ﾗa ‘Pく W;ﾉﾆWヴげゲ (1791) Critical 
Pronouncing Dictionary is the major source of metalinguistic comments in ECEP, many of which 
provide valuable sociolinguistic information (see Section 3.2 below for further discussion of 
metalinguistic comments). Other sources used in the compilation of ECEP provide accounts of 
┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けIﾗヴヴWIデげ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴﾗ┗ｷﾐIWゲく  
The sources included in ECEP include the earliest available editions of all the accessible 
pronouncing dictionaries of English printed in eighteenth-century Britain.
4
 At the time of 
writing, these are as follows: 
 
 Buchanan (1757) Linguae Britannicae Vera Pronuntiatio. 
 Johnston (1764) A Pronouncing and Spelling Dictionary. 
 Kenrick (1773) A New Dictionary of the English Language. 
 Perry (1775) The Royal Standard English Dictionary. 
 Spence (1775) The Grand Repository of the English Language. 
 Sheridan (1780) A General Dictionary of the English Language. 
 Burn (1786) A Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language. 
 Scott (1786) A New Spelling, Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the English 
Language. 
 Walker (1791) A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary and Expositor of the English Language. 
 Jones (1797, 1798) Sheridan Improved. A General Pronouncing and Explanatory 
Dictionary of the English Language. 2nd and 3rd editions. 
 
Buchanan (1757) is the first true pronouncing dictionary of English, in the sense that every 
word is transcribed. It was decided to include two editions of JonWゲげゲ SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ HWI;┌ゲW デｴW 
third edition demonstrates significant changes in which Jones distances himself from Sheridan, 
most noticeably in recognising a distinction between long and short vowels in the BATH and 
START sets. In future, we intend to augment ECEP with data from later editions and from other 
sources, but those listed above provide evidence across the second half of the eighteenth 
century from authors of varying geographical provenance に one Irishman (Sheridan), four 
Scotsmen (Buchanan, Perry, Burn, Scott), one northern author from Newcastle (Spence), three 
authors from the London area (Kenrick, Jones, Walker), and one author of uncertain origin but 




 We intend to include early American pronouncing dictionaries in later versions of ECEP. 
 
who lived and worked in the south-east county of Kent (Johnston). It is important to state that 
ECEP is not intended to be a database of dialectal pronunciation, but it does reflect the 
┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW けヴWIWｷ┗WSげ ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ﾗa デｴW Wケ┌ｷ┗;ﾉWﾐデ ｷﾐ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷﾐIｷ;ﾉ IWﾐデヴWゲ 
such as Edinburgh and Newcastle, as well as providing evidence for change over the course of 
the eighteenth century. 
 
 
3. Data Annotation 
Once the pronouncing dictionaries had been selected, the next step in the compilation of ECEP 
was the process of data input and annotation. This section reports on the design and contents 
of the database, including the methodological principles adopted.  
 
 
3.1 Database Design 
ECEP has been built in MS Access format as a relational database constructed with a variety of 
integrated tables. The data have been systematically annotated and thematically grouped in 
three major categories: phonology data, source metadata and author metadata. Details for 
each category are set out in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 Design of the ECEP database 
(Meta)Data Fields  
Phonology Lexical set, Lexical subset, Keyword, IPA, IPA variants, Example word 
frequency, Metalinguistic comments, Metalinguistic attitude, 
MWデ;ﾉｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲデｷI ﾉ;HWﾉが CﾗﾏヮｷﾉWヴゲげ ﾐﾗデWゲ 
Source Type of work, Title, Year of publication (of the edition consulted), Edition, 
Place of publication, Imprint (printers, booksellers), Price, Physical 
description, Paratext, Audience (age, gender, social class, instruction, 
ゲヮWIｷaｷI ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲWぶが ‘WaWヴWﾐIWゲ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾉデWSが CﾗﾏヮｷﾉWヴゲげ ﾐﾗデWゲ 
Author Name, Life dates, Gender, Social class, Place of birth, Places of residence, 
Occupation, Other biographical details, Works by this author in ECEP 
 
The metadata for the dictionaries have been drawn from the original sources, such as the 
title-pages and prefaces to works, and also from the literature (e.g. Alston, 1966; Beal, 1999). 
The metadata for the authors come principally from the Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography. 
Regarding the phonology data, the starting point for drawing up the list of words for ECEP 
was John WWﾉﾉゲげ ふヱΓΒヲぶ Accents of English, in particular his list of Standard Lexical Sets for the 
vowel system in varieties of present-day English (1982: 119に20, 127に68). Our aim was for ECEP 
to incorporate data from the selected pronouncing dictionaries in the form of IPA 
transcriptions so that the historical data documented in the database could be easily 
compared to present-day studies; this was necessary because, as mentioned above, the 
notation systems used by eighteenth-century authors were often idiosyncratic and difficult to 
interpret (see Section 3.2 and Appendix III). The use of WWﾉﾉゲげ lexical sets and their associated 
example words is standard practice in studies of variation and change in present-day English. 
Including the full range of example words allows for differences in lexical distribution between 
the primary sources, and also between these and the contemporary accents described by 
Wells. For instance, a scholar interested in the distribution of words related to the STRUT-FOOT 
split would be able to find how each of the words provided as examples for WWﾉﾉゲげ sets is 
 
transcribed in each of the eighteenth-century sources documented in the database, and how 
phonological variants are perceived at the time in the context of the standardization of English 
(e.g. correct, vulgar, improper, etc.). 
Wells (1982: 119にヲヰぶ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴ;デ けぷデへｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa ﾗﾐW ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ ﾗヴ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ┘ﾗヴSゲ 
(lexical items) can be illustrated H┞ デ;H┌ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ ﾗII┌ヴヴWﾐIWげ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWデ ﾗa keywords 
presented in Table 2 in small caps, so that each of them けゲデ;ﾐSゲ aﾗヴ ; ﾉ;ヴｪW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ┘ﾗヴSゲ 
┘ｴｷIｴ HWｴ;┗W デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┘;┞ ｷﾐ ヴWゲヮWIデ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾐIｷSWﾐIW ﾗa ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉゲ ｷﾐ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ;IIWﾐデゲげ; the 
latter are referred to in this paper as example words. Overall his list contains twenty-four 
lexical sets for stressed vowels and three sets for unstressed vowels; this makes 1,737 example 
words in total, distributed in sixty-one subsets. The sets KIT, DRESS, TRAP, LOT, STRUT, FOOT, CLOTH, 
concern short vowels; the sets BATH, NURSE, FLEECE, PALM, THOUGHT, GOOSE, START, NORTH, FORCE 
refer to long vowels;
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 the sets FACE, GOAT, PRICE, CHOICE, MOUTH, NEAR, SQUARE, CURE include 




Table 2 WWﾉﾉゲげ ふヱΓΒヲぎ 127に68) lexical sets in ECEP (sorted as in Wells) 
SET SUBSET EXAMPLE WORD 
Short Vowels 
KIT  -- bit, drink 
DRESS -- bed, deaf 
TRAP -- back, thank 
LOT -- box, sock 
STRUT -- blood, cut 
FOOT -- bush, full 
Long Vowels and Diphthongs 
BATH BATH_a ask, castle 
 BATH_b branch, enhance 
 BATH_c banana, calf 
 BATH_f blasphemy, plastic 
CLOTH CLOTH_a broth, cough 
 CLOTH_b coffee_1, moth 
 CLOTH_c coroner, florin 
NURSE -- birth, nerve 
FLEECE FLEECE_a agree, cheese 
 FLEECE_b bead, deceive 
 FLEECE_c machine, police 
FACE FACE_a age, safe 
 FACE_b day, faith 
 FACE_c break, great 
PALM PALM_a calm, father 
 PALM_b bravado , inamorato 
 PALM_f almond, sultana 
THOUGHT THOUGHT_a fall, sought 
 THOUGHT_b false, fault 
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 The sets are categorized as long- or short-vowel sets according to their pronunciation in RP.  
6
 Pヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ﾐﾗデWゲく ふ;ぶ ʍｴW IﾗSWゲ ぱ;が ぱH WデIく ｷﾐ WWﾉﾉゲげ ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ ゲ┌HゲWデゲ ;ヴW ヮヴWゲWヴ┗WS ;ゲ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ﾉｷゲデが 
W┝IWヮデ aﾗヴ ぱaが ┘ｴｷIｴ WWﾉﾉゲ IﾗSWゲ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ ;ヮﾗゲデヴﾗヮｴW ;ﾐS ﾗaデWﾐ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ;ゲ ;ﾐ け;ヮヮWﾐSｷ┝げ デﾗ デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ 
set. (b) The codes _1 and _2 in some of Weﾉﾉゲげ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ;ヴW ┌ゲWS ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┘ﾗヴS ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ ｷﾐ 
more than one subset; the number indicates the syllable that is relevant in each particular case, as in 
coffee_1 for CLOTH_B and coffee_2 for happY_b. 
 
GOAT GOAT_a boat, holy 
 GOAT_b grow, know 
GOOSE GOOSE_a choose, shoot 
 GOOSE_b blue, few 
PRICE PRICE_a arrive, try 
 PRICE_b fight, high 
CHOICE CHOICE_a boy, noise 
 CHOICE_b join, spoil 
 CHOICE_c groin, hoist 
MOUTH -- down, mountain 
NEAR NEAR_a beer, near 
 NEAR_b beard, fierce 
 NEAR_c hero, period 
 NEAR_f idea, real 
SQUARE SQUARE_a air, pear 
 SQUARE_b scarce 
 SQUARE_c dairy, rarity 
START START_a far, start 
 START_b bark, party 
 START_c tiara 
NORTH NORTH_a for, war 
 NORTH_b assort, mortal 
 NORTH_c aura, Taurus 
FORCE FORCE_a adore, door 
 FORCE_bi deport, forth 
 FORCE_bii coarse, fourth 
 FORCE_c aurora, glorious 
CURE CURE_ai amour, tour 
 CURE_aii endure_vw, pure 
 CURE_b gourd, tournament 
 CURE_ci boorish 
 CURE_cii bureau, curious 
Weak Vowels 
happY happY_a baby, city 
 happY_b coffee_2, vanity 
lettER -- better, razor 
commA -- opera, saliva 
 
To these sets for the study of the vowel system in general we have added five 
supplementary sets for the study of the consonant system in eighteenth-century English, 
including ten subsets and a total of 204 example words.
7
 The sets DEUCE, FEATURE and SURE 
address the process of palatalization, dealing with stress patterns (subsets _a for stressed 
syllable, _b for post-stress syllable, _c for pre-stress syllable), and the pre-/j/ phoneme (/t, d, s, 
z/ in each set). The set HEIR relates to the presence or absence of initial /h/, and the set WHALE 
to the pronunciation ﾗa け┘ｴげく See Table 3 and Appendix I for details.8 
                                                          
7
 More consonant sets may be added in due course. 
8
 Practical notes. (a) When the same example word appears in a vowel set and in a consonant set, the 
former is coded with _vw and the latter with_cn, for instance heir_vw for SQUARE_a and heir_cn for HEIR. 
 
 
Table 3 Consonant lexical sets in ECEP 
SET SUBSET EXAMPLE WORD 
DEUCE DEUCE_a /t/  Tuesday 
/d/  due 
/s/  suit 
/z/  resume 
 DEUCE_b /t/  altitude 
/d/  module 
/s/  issue 
/z/  visual 
 DEUCE_c /t/  tumultuous 
/d/  adulation 
/s/  superior 
/z/  -- 
FEATURE
9
 -- /t/  creature 
/d/  procedure 
/s/  pressure_cn 
/z/  pleasure 
SURE SURE_a /t/  mature 
/d/  during_cn 
/s/  surety 
/z/  c(a)esura_cn 
  SURE_b /t/  century 
/d/  verdure 
/s/  censure 
/z/  closure 
 SURE_c /t/  maturation 
/d/  duration 
/s/  mensuration 
/z/  -- 
HEIR -- honour, humble 
WHALE WHALE_a when, whine 
 WHALE_b elsewhere, somewhat 
 
Each of the eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries in ECEP was examined in order to find 
WWﾉﾉゲげ example words for vowels and consonants, and the data were entered according to the 
following principles: 
                                                                                                                                                                          
(b) If the same example word appears in more than one of the consonant sets, _deu stands for DEUCE, 
_ture for FEATURE, and _sure for SURE, for instance fissure_ture and fissure_sure. 
9
 This set consists of words which have schwa in the post-stress syllable in present-day English according 
to the Oxford English Dictionary (as opposed to a full vowel in SURE_b), following a palatalized 
consonant in at least one pronunciation variant. These forms presumably arose from pronunciations 
┘ｷデｴ っﾃ鎖っが ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヮヮW;ヴ デﾗ ｴ;┗W HWIﾗﾏW ﾏﾗヴW ┘ｷSWゲヮヴW;S ｷﾐ デｴW WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ Ientury. These in turn 
ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;デWS ｷﾐ aﾗヴﾏゲ ┘ｷデｴ ┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ぷ┞准へ ;ﾐS ぷｷ┌へ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲ┞ﾉﾉ;HﾉW ｷﾐ MｷSSﾉW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴく WｴWﾐ デｴW 
aｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲ┞ﾉﾉ;HﾉW HWI;ﾏW ┌ﾐゲデヴWゲゲWSが デｴWヴW ┘;ゲ ┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けa┌ﾉﾉげ aﾗヴﾏゲ ┘ｷデｴ っｷ┌っ ;ﾐS ヴWS┌IWS aﾗヴﾏゲ 
┘ｷデｴ っ畷っく ʍｴW ┗;ヴｷ;ﾐデゲ ┘ith /iu/ could then develop to /ju/ with the subsequent possibility of palatalizing 
デｴW ヮヴWIWSｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾐゲﾗﾐ;ﾐデが ┘ｴWヴW;ゲ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｷデｴ っ畷っ SｷS ﾐﾗデ ﾉW;S デﾗ ヮ;ﾉ;デ;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐく S┌HゲWケ┌Wﾐデ ヴWゲデﾗヴ;デｷﾗﾐ 
of /j/ in the schwa-forms (with possible palatalization) combined with the reduction of /u/ to schwa in 
デｴW a┌ﾉﾉ aﾗヴﾏゲ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ;HﾉW ┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘W ゲWW ｷﾐ ECEP HWデ┘WWﾐ Wくｪく っデﾃ┌准っが 三┌准っが っ三ﾃ┌准っが っデﾃ鎖っが 
っ三鎖っが っ三ﾃ鎖っが ;ﾐS っデ畷っ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWデ. 
 
 
a) WWﾉﾉゲげ ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ ゲWデゲ ;ヴW SWゲｷｪﾐWS aﾗヴ デｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ヮヴWゲWﾐデ-day English. Naturally, the sets 
include example words that were introduced into the English language in recent times. 
Given that the scope of ECEP is limited to the phonology of the eighteenth century, we 
have excluded from the database those lexical items created or borrowed after 1800 
(source: Oxford English Dictionary, January 2015). 
b) WWﾉﾉゲげ example words that are not documented in any of the pronouncing dictionaries 
examined have been excluded. 
c) Proper names and cliticised spellings of the type ĚŽŶ͛ƚ, ĐĂŶ͛ƚ have been excluded on the 
grounds that they are unlikely to be considered headwords in dictionaries. Country 




d) Example words that are documented in at least one pronouncing dictionary are included 
in the database, and the dictionaries in which an example word does not appear are 
IﾗSWS けNIDげ ふｷくWく けNﾗデ Iﾐ デｴｷゲ DｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞げぶく For instance, macaroni (set happY_a) is missing 
in all but Perry (1775) and Scott (1786), and whorl (set NURSE) appears only in Johnston 
(1764). 
e) If an example word is listed in the dictionary but no pronunciation is provided, it is 
IﾗSWS ;ゲ NﾗP ふｷくWく けNﾗ Pヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐげぶ, such as cup (set FOOT) in Kenrick (1773).  
f) At times pronouncing dictionaries do not list the precise example word, but they do list 
or make reference to a related word. In such cases we take note of the latter and add an 
explanatory note for users. For instance, for awn (set THOUGHT_a) we have taken awning 
as the reference in five of the six dictionaries in which it is documented; and for 
honourable and honesty (set HEIR) we have taken honour and honest as reference 
example wordゲ ｷﾐ KWﾐヴｷIﾆげゲ ふヱΑΑン) dictionary. 
g) Example words for which the notation system in the original source is unclear or 
ambiguous have been coded as Unclear. 
 
Following the above method, ECEP currently lists 1,599 example words for each pronouncing 
dictionary: 1,395 example words in the vowel sets in 61 subsets, and 204 example words in 
consonant sets across 10 subsets. This leads to a total of 17,589 items annotated for the study 
of eighteenth-century English phonology. A summary of the contents of ECEP is set out in 
Table 4. Appendix II ﾉｷゲデゲ WWﾉﾉゲげ example words that have been excluded from ECEP according 
to principles a)-c). 
  
Table 4 ECEP contents 
 Lexical Sets  Subsets  Example 
words  
Vowels に Wells (1982)  
KIT, DRESS, TRAP, LOT, STRUT, FOOT; BATH, CLOTH, 
NURSE, FLEECE, PALM, THOUGHT, GOOSE, START, NORTH, 
FORCE; FACE, GOAT, PRICE, CHOICE, MOUTH, NEAR, 
SQUARE, CURE; happY, lettER, commA 
27  61  1,395 
Consonants に Supplementary list 
DEUCE, FEATURE, SURE; HEIR; WHALE 
5  10  204  
Total in each pronouncing dictionary 32  71  1,599 
Total in all pronouncing dictionaries   17,589 
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 The exception to country names is England. Note that Alexander, Charles, George and Morris are 
included in ECEP because the dictionary entries refer to derivations which are no longer proper names 




3.2 Database Annotation 
The database is designed to address research questions concerning the chronological, social, 
geographical and phonological distribution of variants such as /hw/~/w/~/h/ in the WHALE set, 
BATH broadening or the STRUT-FOOT split, all of which are of interest to sociolinguists, 
dialectologists and historical phonologists. To this purpose ECEP has been compiled to reflect 
the inventory of categorically distinct sounds in the way that the eighteenth-century 
pronouncing dictionaries document them; we avoid second-guessing issues of phonology here. 
As Beal (1999) has rightly argued with respect to notations for orthographic <a>: 
 
the systems of notation provided in these pronouncing dictionaries tell us about the 
phonemic inventory of the recommended accent に that is, how many phonemes there 
are (we can, for instance, easily tell that Sheridan has three soundsねwhilst Spence and 
Walker have four) whilst we can find out about the incidence of those phonemes from 
the dictionary entries themselves. What we cannot tell from a dictionary such as The 
Grand Repository is the phonetic nature of those phonemes: how do we know that the 
sound in father was ぷ嵯准] rather than [æ准] ﾗヴ W┗Wﾐ ぷ坐准]? (Beal, 1999: 52) 
 
Bringing together the information from all the pronouncing dictionaries, as we aim to do in 
ECEP, will help us address BW;ﾉげゲ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐく Our method has thus been to translate the 
idiosyncratic notation systems of the dictionaries into unicode IPA transcriptions, based on the 
descriptions provided by the authors in the preface or introduction to their works. According 
to Bert EﾏゲﾉW┞げゲ categories of pronouncing dictionaries, eighteenth-century sources are 
けtypicallyげ diacritic, so that diacritic marks indicate quality as well as quantity of sounds (cited in 
Beal, 1999: 80). They all tended to use different types of diacritic marks, though, and SヮWﾐIWげゲ 
Grand Repository in fact けstands apart from all the others both in its purpose and in the means 
of executing that purposeげ (Beal, 1999: 80) in that it uses a truly phonemic system of notation 
in which any one symbol always represents the same phoneme and vice versa. For instance, in 
A New Dictionary of the English Language Kenrick (1773) used a notation system based on 
numbers placed over each syllable, a method ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWゲ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐゲヮｷヴWS H┞ けデｴW 
IWﾉWHヴ;デWS Mヴ SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげ ふBW;ﾉ, 1999: 74). In the introduction to the work he gives readers 
けSｷヴWIデｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾉデｷﾐｪ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞げ (1773: 1に8) and then elaborates on the 
description of the sounds in the けRhetorical Grammarげ ヮヴWaｷ┝WS デﾗ it (1773: 1に57). He first 
provides a table of English sounds for vowels and another for consonants, taking note of 
spelling variation for the same sound, as shown in Table 5.  
 
Table 5 KWﾐヴｷIﾆ ふヱΑΑンぎ ┗ぶ ﾗﾐ けデｴW ﾉﾗﾐｪ ;ﾐS ゲｴﾗヴデ ﾏﾗSWゲ ﾗa ┌デデWヴｷﾐｪ ﾗ┌ヴ aｷ┗W ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉゲげ 
A.  ďĂƌƌ͛Ě͘  bard. 
E.  met.  mate. 
I. short in hit. long in heat. 
O.  not.  naught. 
U.  pull.  pool. 
 
He goes on to explain the notation system with the word fascination as an illustrative example: 
 
(1) The word is next printed, as it is divided into syllables according to a right pronunciation, 
with figures placed over each syllable, to determine its exact sound, as the figures 









Now, by referring to the table, we find that the several syllables are to be 
 
pronounced like the words placed over against the numbers 11, 15, 12, 1; by which the 
quality of the sound, or the power of all the vowels, is exactly determined. 
By shewing farther that the consonant C in the second syllable is printed in Italicks, it 
is known, by the table of consonants, that it is here pronounced soft like an S. Again, the 
letters TI in the last syllable being printed also in Italics, it is plain from the same table 










(Kenrick, 1773: vii) 
 
KWﾐヴｷIﾆげゲ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ is ｷデゲWﾉa ; ヴWaWヴWﾐIW aﾗヴ PWヴヴ┞げゲ ふヱΑΑヵぶ dictionary, which also takes inspiration 
from Jﾗｴﾐゲデﾗﾐげゲ ふヱΑヶヴぶ method, and in turn is found in Sheridan (1780) in combination with 
B┌Iｴ;ﾐ;ﾐげゲ ふヱΑヵΑぶ ヴWゲヮWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ notations (Beal, 1999: 75, 78). The system in Walker (1791) is 
け┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷSWﾐデｷI;ﾉ デﾗ デｴ;デ SW┗ｷゲWS H┞ Sheridanげ ふBW;ﾉ, 1999: 78に9). Walker argues that 
SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ けmethod of conveying the sound of words, by spelling them as they are 
ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWSが ｷゲ ｴｷｪｴﾉ┞ ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ┌ゲWa┌ﾉげが ;ﾐS デｴWヴWaﾗヴW ｷデ けゲWWﾏWS デﾗ IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW デｴW ｷSW;げ ﾗa 
W;ﾉﾆWヴげゲ own dictionary (Walker, 1791: iii). Fig. 1 shows a summary of SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ notation 
system, where vowels are categorized けH┞ デｴW デｷデﾉWゲ ﾗa Fｷヴゲデが SWIﾗﾐSが ;ﾐS ʍｴｷヴS ゲﾗ┌ﾐSゲが 
;IIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴW ﾗヴSWヴ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ ﾉｷWが ;ﾐS ;ゲ デｴW┞ ;ヴW ﾏ;ヴﾆWS H┞ デｴﾗゲW aｷｪ┌ヴWゲげ ふ1780: 4), 
and where consonants are preceded by a vowel (first row) or H┞ けゲﾗ┌ﾐSｷﾐｪげ デｴW characters so 
デｴ;デ けデｴWｷヴ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ヮﾗ┘Wヴゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW W┝ヮヴWゲゲWS ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾐ;ﾏWゲげ ふヱΑΒヰぎ ヵぶく As an illustrative 
example from the dictionary entries (see (2)), the example word whisker is documented by 
Sheridan with the consonant cluster hw in the first syllable (set WHALE_a) and with the vowel u
1
 
in the second syllable (set lettER), that is IPA /朔ヴ/.  
 
Figure 1 SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ ふヱΑΒヰぎ ヵぶ notation system for vowels and consonants11 
 
 
(2) WHISKER, hwi1ゲげ-ku1r. s. The hair growing on the cheek unshaven, the mustachio. 
(Sheridan, 1780: s.v. whisker) 
 
Once the IﾗヴヴWゲヮﾗﾐSWﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴｷWゲげ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ ;ﾐS デｴW IPA Iﾗﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ was 
established (see Appendix III for a sample of two dictionaries), the relevant segment of each 
example word was transcribed using IPA symbols in an individual entry in the database. The 
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 Here, the symbols <w> and <y> refer to the semivowels /w/ and /j/. 
 
following methodological principles were followed for the interpretation of all pronouncing 
dictionaries. First, the symbol っ嵯准/, which would be used for the vowel produced by RP 
speakers in the BATH, PALM, and START sets, has not been used in our IPA transcriptions; rather, 
we have consistently used /a准/ in line with the general view by historical phonologists that the 
H;Iﾆｷﾐｪ デﾗ っ嵯准/ was a later process (e.g. Lass, 1999: 104). This concerns the sets BATH, PALM, 
START, and variants in FACE, LOT, SQUARE, THOUGHT, TRAP. Second, all the eighteenth-century 
dictionaries examined describe and/or prescribe a rhotic pronunciation. Since it is therefore a 
given that orthographic r is pronounced in all contexts, we have included post-consonantal /r/ 
in our transcriptions only when rhoticity is relevant to the pronunciation of the vowel in the 
example word, namely in the sets CURE, FORCE, lettER, NEAR, NORTH, NURSE, SQUARE, START. In these 
sets, historical changes in the pronunciation of the vowels are connected to the presence or 
loss of rhoticity. The exceptions are the subsets CURE_ci, CURE_cii, FORCE_c, NEAR_c, NEAR_f, 
NORTH_c, SQUARE_c, START_c because the example words in these subsets all have the vowel 
before /r/ followed by another vowel, as in boorish, curious, and therefore rhoticity is not an 
issue.
12
 In the sets SURE, FEATURE, HEIR post-consonantal /r/ has not been included in the 
transcription either, because the relevant segment in these sets is the prevocalic consonant, 
not the vowel. Third, where current transcription conventions vary, we have chosen the one 
that most closely corresponds with the descriptions provided by our eighteenth-century 
sources. For example, in transcribing the vowel of the lexical set FLEECE we have chosen /i衾/ 
rather than /i/ because thW ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴｷデ┞ ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ SWゲIヴｷHW デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ; けﾉﾗﾐｪげ ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉく  
Authors typically provide a single pronunciation; if they comment on variation in the 
pronunciation of a particular word we document that in a separate column, as shown in Table 
6. 
 
Table 6 Illustrative examples of example words with IPA variants 
Lexical Set Subset Example word IPA IPA variant Dictionary 
BATH BATH_a plant æ a准 Walker 1791 
CURE CURE_ai your jo准r j朔ヴ Jones 31798 
FACE FACE_a great e准 i准 Sheridan 1780 
FOOT FOOT bosom u 朔 Scott 1786 
SURE SURE_a sure_cn sju准 崎ﾃ┌准 Johnston 1764 
SQUARE SQUARE_a bear e准r i准r Buchanan 1757 
WHALE WHALE_a whist hw w Kenrick 1773 
 
In addition, if authors elaborate further on a context in which there is variation, the passage is 
recorded in the field Metalinguistic Comments. An example of this is the need to explain that a 
difference in pronunciation implies a difference in meaning, as noted by Buchanan (1757) for 
the lexical item bear (set SQUARE_a)ぎ ;ゲ ; ﾐﾗ┌ﾐ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けA ┘ｷﾉS HW;ゲデげ ｷデ ｷゲ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWS bĤar 
(IPA /i准r/), ┘ｴｷﾉW ;ゲ ; ┗WヴH ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けʍﾗ I;ヴヴ┞げ デｴW ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ beĈr (IPA /e准r/). If the 
remarks convey prescriptive attitudes towards either variant, this is further annotated in the 
fields for Attitudes (i.e. positive, negative, neutral) and Labels (e.g. vulgar, improper).
13
 
Criticism is usually related to pronunciations considered けv┌ﾉｪ;ヴげ, whether in the sense けIﾗ;ヴゲWが 
┌ﾐヴWaｷﾐWSげ ふOED s.v. vulgar II.13.d) and けﾏW;ﾐき ﾉﾗ┘げ (Johnson, 1755: s.v. vulgar, sense 2), or in 
                                                          
12
 There is a peculiar case in which post-consonantal /r/ stands in variation with /l/, namely in colonel 
(set NURSE) with IPA variants /朔ﾉっ ;ﾐS っ朔ヴっく Jﾗｴﾐゲデﾗﾐ ふヱΑヶヴぶ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ﾉｷゲデゲ デｴW デ┘ﾗ ┗;ヴｷ;ﾐデゲ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ a┌ヴデｴWヴ 
IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデぎ けI境ﾉﾗﾐWﾉが I┎ヴﾐWﾉげが ┘ｴｷﾉW KWﾐヴｷIﾆ ふヱΑΑンぶ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆぎ けIt is now generally 
sounded with only two distinct syllables, ĐŽů͛ŶĞů, and vulgarly as if written cur-nelげ, that is IPA /左ﾉ/ and 
っ朔ヴっ ヴWゲヮWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞く HWヴW ┘W ｴ;┗W ヮヴWゲWヴ┗WS デｴW っヴっ ｷﾐ デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐく 
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 Beal (1999: 48に58ぶ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWゲ ┘ｴWデｴWヴ ;┌デｴﾗヴゲ ﾗa ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾐｪ SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴｷWゲ ┘WヴW けｪﾗﾗSげ ヮｴﾗﾐWデｷIｷ;ﾐゲ 
ﾗヴ ﾐﾗデが ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ けSWゲIヴｷヮデｷ┗Wげ ﾗヴ けヮヴWゲIヴｷヮデｷ┗Wげ デｴWｷヴ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆゲ ┘WヴWく 
 
デｴW ゲWﾐゲW けIﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ ﾗヴ I┌ゲデﾗﾏ;ヴｷﾉ┞ ┌ゲWS H┞ デｴW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ﾗa ; Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞き ﾗヴSｷﾐ;ヴ┞が ┗Wヴﾐ;I┌ﾉ;ヴげ 
(OED s.v. vulgar I.3.a)が ﾗaデWﾐ ｷﾐ ヮｴヴ;ゲWゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ けデｴW ┗┌ﾉｪ;ヴ ゲ;┞げ ﾗヴ け;ﾏﾗﾐｪ デｴW ┗┌ﾉｪ;ヴげ ふゲWW ;ﾉゲﾗ 
Sundby et al., 1991: 40に2, 52に3). W;ﾉﾆWヴげゲ Wﾐデヴ┞ aﾗヴ plant (set BATH_b) in passage (3) provides 
an illustrative example of this. For his part, the Irish author Sheridan often comments on 
variation between English and Irish pronunciation, as in デｴW ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ け‘┌ﾉWゲ デﾗ HW ﾗHゲWヴ┗WS 
H┞ デｴW N;デｷ┗Wゲ ﾗa IヴWﾉ;ﾐS ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ ;デデ;ｷﾐ ; ﾃ┌ゲデ Pヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴげ ふヱΑΒヰぎ ヵΓに62). See, 
for instance, his passage in (4) about lexical items such as great (set FACE_a), where he warns 
けデｴW ｪWﾐデﾉWﾏWﾐ ﾗa IヴWﾉ;ﾐSげ to avoid the mistaken pronunciation /i准/ for the けﾃ┌ゲデげ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ 
/e准/ in English. Sheridan emphasizWゲ デｴ;デ けぷ;へ ゲデヴｷIデ ﾗHゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴWゲW aW┘ ヴ┌ﾉWゲ ぷくくくへ ┘ｷﾉﾉ 
enable the well-educated natives of Ireland to pronounce their words exactly in the same way 
as the more polished part of the inhabitants of England Sﾗげ ふヱΑΒヰぎ ヶヰぶく 
 
(3) PLANT, pla4nt. [IPA /æ/] 
 There is a coarse pronunciation of this word, chiefly among the vulgar, which rhymes 
it with aunt [i.e. a
2
nt, IPA /a准/]. This pronunciation seems a remnant of that broad sound 
which was probably given to the a before two consonants in all words, but which has 
been gradually wearing away, and which is now, except in a few words, become a mark 
of vulgarity. (Walker, 1791: s.v. plant; s.v. aunt) 
 
(4) The second vowel, e, is for the most part sounded ee by the English [IPA /i准/], when the 
accent is upon it; whilst the Irish in most words give it the sound of second a
2
, as in hate 
[IPA /e准/]. This sound of e3 [ee] is marked by different combinations of vowels, such as, 
ea, ei, e final mute, ee, and ie. [...] The English constantly give this sound [i.e. /i准/] to ea, 

















ar. In all which the e has its second 
sound [e
2
, IPA /e准/]. For want of knowing these exceptions, the gentlemen of Ireland, 
after some time of residence in London, are apt to fall into the general rule, and 
pronounce these words as if spelt, greet, beer, sweer, &c. (Sheridan, 1780: 59) 
 
Finally, since word frequency may be an influential factor in the choice of variants or in the 
development of sound changes such as those arising through lexical diffusion, we have 
compiled a frequency list with an estimated frequency rate of the lexical item in eighteenth-
century British English, based on the data available in the multi-genre historical corpus ARCHER 
1650–1999, version 3.2 (535,767 words). 
 
 
4. Web-based Interface 
The ECEP database will be made available to users via a web-based application hosted on the 
website of the Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield. Access to ECEP will be 
free for any user registering at the website. The reference line for citation is as follows: 
 
ECEP = Eighteenth-Century English Phonology database, 2015. Compiled by Joan C. Beal, 
Nuria Yáñez-Bouza, Ranjan Sen and Christine Wallis. The University of Sheffield and 
Universidade de Vigo. Published by: University of Sheffield. 
http://hridigital.shef.ac.uk/eighteenth-century-english-phonology 
 
The online interface has been developed using client-side HTML and Javascript and server-
side PHP and MySQL. It displays two layouts に Browse, Search に and offers a download 
function in CVS file format. The design aims to replicate the MS Access format, and therefore it 
offers three main blocks of data: the lexical sets plus metadata for works and for authors (see 
 
Table 1). Fig. 2 shows the homepage, from which each of these sections can be accessed (see 
top row), and from which users can go directly to the pronouncing dictionary they are 
interested in (see Buchanan 1757 and Burn 1786 in the image). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are 
screenshots of the Browse layouts for Works and Authors, respectively. The Search tool allows 
users to search in one field or in a combination of fields. Fields which contain a predefined list 
of values (e.g. lexical sets, example words, authorげゲ name) offer an automatic drop-down list 
menu to facilitate selection, as in the field IPA in Fig. 5. Lexical sets and example words can be 
searched in the entire database or within a particular work; for instance, Fig. 6 displays a 




Figure 2 ECEP online interface に homepage 
 
 




Figure 4 ECEP online interface に Authors in Browse layout 
 
 
Figure 5 ECEP online interface に Lexical Sets in Search layout 
 
 




5. Case Studies 
In this section we report on two case studies that demonstrate the value of evidence that can 
be systematically extracted from this database for the analysis of segmental and 
suprasegmental phonology, in their regional and chronological settings. The results constitute 
a valuable distillation of the conditioning factors to look out for in a wider range of eighteenth-
century evidence, hence a point of departure for further investigation. In this light, these 
results must be interpreted as indications of patterns rather than definitive analyses; that is, if 
a sub-set of dictionary writers display a pattern in their choices, it is worth exploring that 
pattern using all the available evidence to establish whether a conditioning factor in the sound 
change indeed underlies it. 
The first of these studies examined variation in the pronunciation of け┘ｴげ (/hw/~/w/~/h/) in 
example words of the consonantal set WHALE (Beal and Sen, 2014a; 2014b). In present-day RP, 
words such as whale, what, where begin with the sound /w/, whilst who, whole have initial 
/h/. Eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries present evidence, through their orthographic 
systems, of variation between /hw/ and /w/ for the first set, hence a preserved versus 
unpreserved contrast in where/wear. The fifty example words in this consonantal set were 
selected on the basis of their occurrence in as many of the sources as possible, and to 
represent three phonological contexts: (1) thirty-nine example words beginning with the 
ゲヮWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ け┘ｴげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヴW ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWS ┘ｷデｴ っ┘っ ｷﾐ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ-day RP, (2) six example words with 
ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ け┘ｴげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヴW ﾐﾗ┘ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌nced with initial /h/, and (3) five example words ┘ｷデｴ け┘ｴげ 
word internally, which are now all pronounced with internal /w/ (e.g. somewhere). The 
デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｴげ ゲWｪﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ W;Iｴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ┘ﾗヴS aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ nine of the eleven 
pronouncing dictionaries compiled in ECEP are displayed in Table 7. 
 
Table Α Tヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｴげ ゲWｪﾏWﾐデ in the WHALE lexical set 
WHALE set Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Bur86 Wa91 Jo97 
whale hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
wharf hw w w w hw hw w hw hw 
what hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
wheat hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
wheedle hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
wheel hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
wheeze hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whelm hw hw hw hw hw hw w hw hw 
whelp hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
when NID hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whence NID hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
where_cn NID hw w w hw hw w hw/w hw 
wherry hw hw hw w hw hw w hw hw 
whet hw hw w w hw hw w hw/w hw 
whether hw hw hw w hw hw w hw hw 
whey_cn hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
which NID hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whiff hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whiffle hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whig hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
while NID hw w w hw hw w hw/w hw 
whim hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whimper hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whin hw NID w w hw hw w hw hw 
whine hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whip hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whirl hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whisk hw hw hw hw hw hw w hw hw 
 
whisker_cn hw hw hw hw hw hw w hw hw 
whisper hw hw hw hw hw hw w hw hw 
whist hw hw hw/w w/hw hw hw w hw hw 
whistle hw hw hw w hw hw w hw hw 
whit hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
white hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whither hw hw w w hw hw w hw hw 
whitlow hw hw hw hw hw hw hw hw hw 
whitsuntide hw hw hw w hw hw hw hw hw 
whiz hw hw hw hw hw hw hw hw hw 
who_cn NID h h h hw h h h h 
whole h h h h hw h h h h 
whom NID NID h h hw h h h h 
whoop hw h h h hw h h h h 
whore_cn h h h h h h h h h 
whose_cn NID h h h hw h h h h 
why NID hw w w hw hw hw hw hw 
elsewhere NID NID NID hw hw hw w hw hw 
nowhere NID NID NID w hw hw w hw hw 
overwhelm hw hw NID hw hw hw hw hw hw 
somewhat NID NID NID w hw hw w hw hw 
somewhere NID hw NID w hw hw w hw hw 
 
This systematic data collection even on such a small scale enabled us to identify patterns in the 
evidence, along dimensions commonly under investigation in sociolinguistic, historical and 
phonological research, namely geography, chronology, phonology, lexical factors, and social 
Iﾉ;ゲゲく F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW S;デ; ;ﾉゲﾗ Wﾐ;HﾉWS ┌ゲ デﾗ ｪﾉW;ﾐ けSｷヴWIデげ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ｷﾐ デｴW 
form of contemporary commentary on the choices made by the authors. A notable example is 
that Walker (1791) presents the loss of the /hw ~ ┘っ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ ;ゲ ; ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ I;ゲW ﾗa けｴ-Sヴﾗヮヮｷﾐｪげ 
in lower-class London English, which was just beginning to attract social stigma in the middle 
of the eighteenth century (Beal, 1999: 176に8).  
Three main patterns emerged from the data based on geographical and chronological 
SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐく Fｷヴゲデﾉ┞が デｴW LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ ;┌デｴﾗヴゲ ヮヴWaWヴ っｴ┘っ デﾗ っ┘っ デﾗ ;┗ﾗｷS デｴW ヮヴﾗゲIヴｷHWS けｴ-
Sヴﾗヮヮｷﾐｪげ ;ゲ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS H┞ W;ﾉﾆWヴが ┘ｷデｴ デｴW W┝IWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa KWﾐヴｷIﾆ ふヱΑΑンぶが one of the earliest of 
the group, presumably because the stigmatization of /w/ had not yet fully taken effect by this 
time. Secondly, two out of the three Scottish authors prefer /w/ (Perry, 1775; Burn, 1786), 
whereas the earliest, Buchanan (1757), prefers /hw/. Perry and Burn appear to be advising a 
more London-like pronunciation to avoid the Scottish /hw/, stigmatized due to its regional 
connotations (Douglas, 1991 [1779]: 141). The /w/ pronunciation could therefore be analysed 
as a hypercorrect Anglicism, one which is particularly remarkable in the light of the 
contemporaneous oppﾗゲｷデW デヴWﾐS ｷﾐ LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ ┘ｴWヴW っｴ┘っ ┘;ゲ ヮヴﾗゲIヴｷHWS S┌W デﾗ けｴ-Sヴﾗヮヮｷﾐｪげく 
Arguably, this trend was only taking hold in London at the time and had not yet reached the 
consciousness of the Scottish authors. Thirdly, Spence (1775) from Newcastle in north-east 
England has near-consistent /hw/, even in words containing a following back, rounded vowel, 
where other authors have delabialized /h/ e.g. who. Along with the fact that Spence is the only 
;┌デｴﾗヴ デﾗ ┌ゲW ; ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ ゲ┞ﾏHﾗﾉ aﾗヴ デｴW け┘ｴげ ゲﾗ┌ﾐSが デｴｷゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ｷﾐデWヴヮヴeted as evidence in 
SヮWﾐIWげゲ Sｷ;ﾉWIデ aﾗヴ ﾏﾗﾐﾗゲWｪﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ っ柵っが ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ; Iﾉ┌ゲデWヴ っｴ┘っが デｴW ┗ﾗｷIWﾉWゲゲ Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴヮ;ヴデ ﾗa 
voiced /w/ which also retained its labial element before back, rounded vowels, e.g. wound, 
womb, wool, wood. 
Two lexically based patterns emerged. The first, homophone avoidance, as shown by 
B┌Iｴ;ﾐ;ﾐげゲ ふヱΑヵΑぶ っｴ┘っ aﾗヴ whoop け; Iヴ┞げが H┌デ っ┘っ aﾗヴ whoop け; HｷヴSげ ;ﾐS B┌ヴﾐげゲ ふヱΑΒヶぶ ;ﾐS 
PWヴヴ┞げゲ ふヱΑΑヵぶ Whitsuntide with /hw/ and whit with /w/, is evidence that sensitivity to the 
contrast remained to a sufficient degree to construct minimal pairs in some regions, notably 
Scotland where the contrast survives to the present day. The second, onomatopoeia as 
 
illustrated by /hw/ in whisk, whisper in Kenrick (1773) and Perry (1775), could also be 
interpreted as evidence for an increased chance of /hw/-preservation (perhaps enhanced by 
considerations of sound symbolism) before a front vowel in precisely these two authors, e.g. 
whelm, and often with a following /s/, e.g. whisk, whiskers, whisper. 
Aside from this partial pattern, two main explanations based on phonological context 
emerged. The first is the unambiguous delabialization to /h/ before any vowel that is higher 
;ﾐS ﾏﾗヴW ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴ;ﾐ っ査っ ふデｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ っｴっ ｷﾐ wharf in any of the dictionaries), e.g. who. 
Secondly, the realization of word-ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ け┘ｴげ ｷﾐ PWヴヴ┞ ふヱΑΑヵぶ appears to be conditioned by 
stress, as marked by the author himself, thus stressed-syllable onset /hw/ in overwhélm, 
elsewhére, but unstressed-syllable onset /w/ in sómewhere, sómewhat, nówhere. 
We therefore repeatedly found that by systematically collating the different types of direct 
evidence afforded by the eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries (sounds and stress, 
contemporary commentary, geographical and chronological spread), and analysing them in the 
light of acknowledged influences in sound change, we were able to posit accounts for many of 
the patterns in a way that only such an orderly approach to the data permitted. 
 
The second case study explored palatalization in eighteenth-century English, i.e. where a 
postalveolar fricative /崎 桜/ or affricate /三 鮫/ arose from the sequence alveolar /t d s z/ + /j/ + 
/u衾/, as in the word tune (Beal and Sen, 2015). The palatalization of alveolar consonants before 
late Middle English /u准/ is still variable and is diffusing in present-day English. The OED gives 
several pronunciations for mature ふWくｪく っﾏ恭ろ三搾恭 れ ﾏ恭デﾃ搾恭っぶが H┌デ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┌ﾐヮ;ﾉ;デ;ﾉｷ┣WS 
(/dj tj/) transcriptions for endure, tune, and duke, despite the common occurrence of 
palatalized (and yod-dropped) variants in many varieties of British English. Extensive variability 
is not recent in origin, and we can already detect relevant patterns in the eighteenth century 
from the evidence of a range of pronouncing dictionaries; for instance, Beal (1996; 1999) notes 
a tendency for northern English and Scottish authors to be more conservative. She concludes 
デｴ;デ ┘W ヴWケ┌ｷヴW け; IﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐゲｷ┗W ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾐｪ SｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ヴｷWゲ ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ 
┘ﾗヴﾆゲ ﾗﾐ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐげ ふヱΓΓヶぎ ンΑΓぶ デﾗ ｪ;ｷﾐ ﾏﾗre insight into the historical variation patterns 
underlying present-S;┞ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴく ʍｴｷゲ ゲデ┌S┞ ヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲ aヴﾗﾏ ゲ┌Iｴ ; けIﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐゲｷ┗W 
ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞げ H;ゲW ﾗﾐ デｴW S;デ; IﾗﾏヮｷﾉWS ｷﾐ ECEPく 
The data were divided into two main consonantal lexical sets: DEUCE where there was no /r/ 
following the vowel, and SURE where an /r/ followed. A third set was FEATURE, where the vowel 
following the palatalized sequence is schwa in present-day English, and /r/ originally followed 
the vowel. This division was made after preliminary examination demonstrated a clear 
difference in the behaviour of the consonantal sequences in these contexts. We were then 
able to further clarify the nature of the divergence after constructing the database with 
information from ten dictionaries, and with word-frequency information for the period 1700に
1799 from ARCHER 3.2. As mode of illustration, Table 8 displays transcriptions of example 
words in some of the DEUCE subsets, and Table 9 transcriptions of some of the SURE and FEATURE 
subsets. 
 
Table 8 Transcriptions of the DEUCE lexical set in ECEP: subsets DEUCE_a /t/, DEUCE_b /t/, 
DEUCE_c /t/, DEUCE_b /s/ 
 
DEUCE_a /t/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
opportunity tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
Tuesday tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tumour tju: tju: to: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tube tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tutor tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tune_cn tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
 
obtuse_cn tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tulip tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tumult tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tubular NID NID tju: tju: NID デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
contusion tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ朔 unclear 
tumid tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tuberous tju: tju: tju: tju: NID デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tunic tju: NID tju: tju: NID デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
opportune_a tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
attune NID NID tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
 
DEUCE_b /t/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
latitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
amplitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
longitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
altitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
magnitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
fortitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
punctual tju: tju: tju: NoP tju: デ崎搾 tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: 
solitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: 
attitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: unclear uncl 
aptitude tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: unclear tju: 
sanctuary tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎搾 tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: 
mortuary_deu tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: tju: 
actuary_ deu tju: NID NID tju: NID tju: NID デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: tju: 
opportune_b tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
bitumen tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 俊デﾃ┌ぎ tju: 俊デﾃ┌ぎ tju: tju: 
 
DEUCE_c /t/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
tumultuous tju: tju: tju: tju: NID デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: tju: tju: 
tutorial NID NID NID NID NID NID NID デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ NID NID 
 
DEUCE_b /s/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
issue sju: sju: sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ sju: 崎搾 sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
consular NID sju: sju: NoP sju: 崎搾 sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎搾 unclear 
consummate ゲ朔 ゲ朔 ゲ朔 ゲ朔 ゲ搾 NID ゲ朔 ゲ朔 ゲ朔 unclear 
tissue sju: sju: NID 崎ﾃ┌ぎ sju: 崎搾 sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
insulate NID NID sju: NID NID sju: NID 崎ﾃ┌ぎ NID NID 
 
 
Table 9 Transcriptions of the SURE and FEATURE lexical sets in ECEP: subsets SURE_a /t/, 
SURE_c/t/, SURE_a /s/, SURE_b /z/, FEATURE /z/ 
 
SURE_a /t/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
futurity_cn tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: デ崎┌ぎ tju: tju: unclear tju: 
centurion_cn tju: tju:  デ査 tju: tju:  tju: tju: NID tju: tju: 
mature_cn tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
 
maturity_cn tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: tju: 
 
SURE_c/t/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
maturation tju: NID tju: tju: NID tju: tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ tju: デ崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
 
SURE_a /s/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
sure_cn sju: sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ  崎┌ぎ  崎┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
assure_cn sju: sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ sju: 崎┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
assurance_cn sju: sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ sju: 崎┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ sju: 
insure_cn NID sju: NID NID NID NID sju: NID NID NID 
ensure_cn NID NID sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ  NID NID NID 崎ﾃ┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
surety sju: sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
insurance_cn sju: sju: NID NID NID sju: sju: NID NID NID 
unsure NID sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 崎ﾃ┌ぎ NID 崎┌ぎ sju: 崎ﾃ┌ぎ NID 崎ﾃ┌ぎ 
 
SURE_b /z/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
composure zju: ┣朔 zju: ┣朔 桜搾 桜朔 ゲﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 
seizure zju: ┣朔 ┣朔 NID zju: 桜朔 ゲﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜朔 
azure_SURE zju: ┣朔 ┣査 ┣朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 
closure NID NID ┣朔 ┣朔 桜朔 桜朔 NID 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜朔 
 
FEATURE /z/ Bu57 Joh64 Ke73 Pe75 Sp75 Sh80 Sc86 Wa91 Jo97 Jo98 
pleasure zju: ┣朔 桜朔 桜朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜朔 
measure_cn zju: ┣朔 桜朔 桜朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜朔 
treasure zju: ┣朔 桜朔 ┣朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 
leisure zju: NID 桜朔 ┣朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜朔 
azure_FEAT zju: ┣朔 ┣査 ┣朔 桜搾 桜朔 ┣ﾃ朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 桜朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 
rasure sju: ゲ朔 ゲ朔 崎朔 zju: 崎朔 ┣ﾃ朔 zju: 崎朔 桜ﾃ┌ぎ 
 
All the pronouncing dictionaries are consistently rhotic, i.e. they report syllable-final /r/ in 
forms such as sure. It was found that there is significantly more palatalization when /r/ follows 
(SURE/FEATURE) than when it did not (DEUCE), particularly in a post-stress syllable, thus even the 
resistant Spence (1775) has /炸/ in closure, pleasure. The more frequent of these palatalized 
forms (e.g. nature) seem to be the words which have become lexicalized in present-day 
English. 
The nature of the palatalizing phoneme was also relevant. Palatalization occurred in /sj/ in 
particular, thus it is near-regular in post-stress DEUCE in Perry (1775), Sheridan (1780), Walker 
(1791), and Jones (1797, 1798), e.g. /灑/ in issue. This is arguably because the high tongue 
position of palatal /j/ shapes frication noise, producing post-alveolar percepts. Furthermore, 
/sj/ is the only context which palatalizes in a stressed syllable with any regularity, particularly 
when in a rhotic context, thus sure, surety with /灑/ even in Kenrick (1773), Perry (1775), and 
Spence (1775). Stress therefore also appears to have been a conditioning factor, with 
palatalization generally resisted in the onset of a stressed syllable, as noted explicitly by 
Walker (1791), and more common in post-stress syllables. Pre-stress syllables also show some 
palatalization, yielding interesting alternations such as /tj/útor H┌デ っ三っutórial and ma/tj/úre 
but maっ三っurátion in Walker (1791). 
Two other contexts proved to be more conducive to palatalization: word-initial position, 
デｴ┌ゲ SｴWヴｷS;ﾐ ふヱΑΒヰぶ っ三っ ｷﾐ tune, but /tj/ in attuneが ;ﾐS HWaﾗヴW ┗ﾗ┘Wﾉ ｴｷ;デ┌ゲが デｴ┌ゲ っ三っ ｷﾐ 
punctual, sanctuary in Sheridan (1780), Walker (1791), and Jones (1797; 1798), but mainly /tj/ 
 
elsewhere. 
Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW け┘ｴげ ゲデ┌S┞が Iｴヴﾗﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞が ｪWﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞が ;ﾐS ゲデｷｪﾏ;デｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾉゲﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗WS デﾗ HW 
relevant factors in accounting for the variation. Palatalization appears to have become 
increasingly more common over the course of the eighteenth century: there is little in Kenrick 
(1773), but Sheridan (1780; late in career) is the arch-ヮ;ﾉ;デ;ﾉｷ┣Wヴく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ 
dictionary was repeatedly singled out for criticism later in the century, as such pronunciations 
came to be stigmatized (e.g. Jones, 1798: iv). Palatalization consequently became much less 
common at the end of the century; it is less widespread, but stress-based in Walker (1791; see 
his principles 376, 450, 459にヶヴぶが ;ﾐS ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞ W┗Wﾐ ﾉWゲゲ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ JﾗﾐWゲげ ゲWIﾗﾐS 
edition ふヱΑΓΑぶ デﾗ ｴｷゲ デｴｷヴS ふヱΑΓΒぶく Iﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa ｪWﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞が SｴWヴｷS;ﾐげゲ ヮ;ﾉ;デ;ﾉｷ┣ｷﾐｪ デWﾐSWﾐIｷWゲ 
were attributed at the time to his Irish origin; this contemporary explanation requires further 
scrutiny as there is little evidence that palatalization was common in the Irish English of the 
time. There is little palatalization in the Scottish sources, with Buchanan (1757; early source), 
and Scott (1786) notably having no palatalized forms whatsoever. Spence (1775) from 
Newcastle also has little palatalization. Palatalization in the late-middle part of the eighteenth 
century may have increased due to the earlier restitution of post-consonantal yod in earlier 
yod-dropped forms, as in the London-H;ゲWS けﾏWデヴﾗヮﾗﾉｷデ;ﾐ ヮヴﾗﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐげ IヴｷデｷIｷ┣WS H┞ KWﾐヴｷIﾆ 
(1773). For example, the earlier sources almost all have yod-dropped /t/ in creature (Johnston, 
1764; Kenrick, 1773; Perry, ヱΑΑヵぶが H┌デ デｴW ﾉ;デWヴ ﾗﾐWゲ ｴ;┗W っ三っ ふSｴWヴｷS;ﾐ, 1780; Walker, 1791; 
Jones, 1797; 1798). Furthermore, this observation forms part of a further pattern revealed by 
the database: there were two chronologically and phonologically distinct yod-droppings. The 
first, mentioned above, notably occurred in the earlier sources after all phonemes /t d s z/ in 
unstressed syllables before /r/. The second yod-dropping occurred in the later sources in a 
different context: after any phoneme in a stressed syllable. Sheridan (1780) is the earliest to do 
this in the single example dual; Scott (1786) is the most frequent omitter of stressed yod, 




In this paper we have presented a new digital resource for the study of English historical 
phonology: the Eighteenth-Century English Phonology database (ECEP). The database provides 
IPA デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ デｴW ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐデ ゲWｪﾏWﾐデ ﾗa W;Iｴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ┘ﾗヴS ｷﾐ WWﾉﾉゲげ ふヱΓΒヲぶ ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ ゲWデゲ 
for the vowel system of present-day English, and some complementary consonant sets, as 
documented in a selection of eighteenth-century pronouncing dictionaries. We have described 
the structure and content of ECEP, while reporting on the methodology of compilation: source 
selection, data input and annotation, and the web-based interface for users. ECEP is already 
available, but work will continue with a view to enlarging the database gradually.  
Originally designed as a sister to the Eighteenth-Century English Grammars database (ECEG, 
2010), on the practical side ECEP will help to promote the use of databases as research 
resources in historical linguistics, beyond or alongside largely available text corpora. In terms 
of content, ECEP will contribute to English historical phonology, dialectology and 
sociolinguistics, with a focus on the eighteenth century, but will also be of use for comparative 
studies with nineteenth-century English or present-day English. 
The two case studies outlined in Section 5 demonstrate the potential of ECEP as a resource 
for investigating the historical phonology of Late Modern English. The database has also been 
used in studies of the CLOTH lexical set (Beal and Condorelli, 2014) and of the use of labels in 
the enregisterment of non-standard pronunciation (Beal and Trapateau, in prep.). The 
availability of this resource will ensure that in the future historical phonology will no longer be 
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Appendix I. Consonant sets and example words 
SET SUBSET EXAMPLE WORD 
DEUCE DEUCE_a assume, attune, consume, contusion, deuce_cn, dual, 
dubious, due, duel, duke_cn, duly, dupe_cn, duplicate, 
duty_cn, exuberant, exude, fiducial, fiduciary, indubitable, 
obtuse_cn, opportune_a, opportunity, presume, resume, 
sudatory, sudorous, suicide, suit, suitable, suitor, supine, 
suture_deu, tube, tuberous, tubular, Tuesday, tulip, tumid, 
tumour, tumult, tune_cn, tunic, tutor, zeugma 
 DEUCE_b  actuary_deu, altitude, amplitude, aptitude, arduous, 
attitude, bitumen, casual, casualty, consular, consummate, 
fortitude, fraudulent, glandulous, gradual, incredulous, 
insulate, issue, latitude, longitude, magnitude, modulate, 
module, mortuary_deu, opportune_b, punctual, sanctuary, 
solitude, tissue, visual 
 DEUCE_c  adulation, duplicity, insulation, modulation, sudation, 
sudorific, superb, superior, superlative, supremacy, 
supreme, tumultuous, tutorial 
FEATURE FEATURE  azure_ture, creature, feature_cn, fissure_ture, future, 
leisure, measure_cn, nature_cn, ordure_ture, pleasure, 
pressure_cn, procedure, rasure, suture_ture, torture_cn, 
treasure 
HEIR HEIR  heir_cn, heiress, herb, herbage, honest_cn, honesty, 
honour, honourable, hospital, hostler, hour, humble, 
humorous, humour_cn, humoursome 
SURE SURE_a  assurance_cn, assure_cn, centurion_cn, cesura_caesura_cn, 
durable, dure, during_cn, endure_cn, ensure_cn, 
futurity_cn, insurance_cn, insure_cn, mature_cn, 
maturity_cn, perdure/perdurable, sure_cn, surety, unsure 
 SURE_b  actuary_sure, azure_sure, censure, century, closure, 
composure, fissure_sure, mortuary_sure, ordure_sure, 
seizure, suture_sure, tonsure, verdure 
 SURE_c duration, duress, induration, maturation, mensuration 
 
WHALE WHALE_a  whale, wharf, what, wheat, wheedle, wheel, wheeze, 
whelm, whelp, when, whence, where_cn, wherry, whet, 
whether, whey_cn, which, whiff, whiffle, whig, while, whim, 
whimper, whin, whine, whip, whirl, whisk, whisker_cn, 
whisper, whist, whistle, whit, white, whither, whitlow, 
whitsuntide, whiz, who_cn, whole, whom, whoop, 
whore_cn, whose_cn, why 
 WHALE_b elsewhere, nowhere, overwhelm, somewhat, somewhere 
 
 
Appendix II. Example wordゲ W┝Iﾉ┌SWS aヴﾗﾏ WWﾉﾉげゲ ﾉW┝ｷI;ﾉ ゲWデゲ (alphabetic order by set) 
SET SUBSET EXAMPLE WORD 
BATH BATH_a giraffe, Shaftesbury 
 BATH_b commando, Flanders, France, Frances, Francis, ranch, 
Sandra 
 BATH_c I;ﾐげデが Iﾗヴヴ;ﾉが Iヴ;ﾐが Iヴ;ケが ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉWが ゲｴ;ﾐげデが Sﾉ;┗が S┌S;ﾐ 
 BATH_f Basque, Cleopatra, contralto, Glasgow, graph, intransigent, 
masturbate, plaque, stance, transept 
CHOICE CHOICE_a -- 
 CHOICE_b -- 
 CHOICE_c -- 
CLOTH CLOTH_a Austen, Austin, Australia, Austria, doss, floss 
 CLOTH_b Boston, Gloucester, gong, joss, Ross 
 CLOTH_c Florida, horrify, Laurence_Lawrence, moribund, Norwich, 
Oregon, tomorrow, Warwick 
commA commA amoeba_ameba, arena, balsa, Bertha, catalpa, Cinderella, 
dementia, neuralgia, panda_2, phobia, saga, visa_2, vodka 
CURE CURE_ai dour, spoor 
 CURE_aii McClure 
 CURE_b Bourbon, bourse, gourmand, gourmet 
 CURE_ci houri, tourism, tourist 
 CURE_cii angostura, anthurium, bravura, Huron, Muriel, neural, 
neuron_neurone, sulfuric_sulphuric, tellurium, thurible, 
Truro, Ural, Uriel 
DRESS DRESS fez, Leicester, rev, Thames 
FACE FACE_a bouquet, fête 
 FACE_b aitch, beige, raid 
 FACE_c -- 
FLEECE FLEECE_a grebe, Keith, Peter, Sheila 
 FLEECE_b Aesop, anemic_anaemic, Caesar 
 FLEECE_c casino, chic, elite, prestige, ski, trio, unique, visa_1 
FOOT FOOT ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉSﾐげデ 
FORCE FORCE_a chore, crore, galore 
 FORCE_bi Borneo 
 FORCE_bii -- 
 FORCE_c angora, boron, Dora, euphoria, fedora, Gregorian, 
moratorium, moron, Nora_Norah, thorium, torus, 
Victoria_Victorian 
GOAT GOAT_a Sﾗﾐげデが ｪ;┌IｴWが ﾏ;┌┗W 
 
 GOAT_b Owen 
GOOSE GOOSE_a ghoul, Moog, schooner, smooch, tarboosh, Vancouver 
 GOOSE_b flu, sewage, sleuth 
happY happY_a birdie, boogie, breathy, budgie, calorie, chilli, corgi, edgy, 
fluffy, fussy, hibachi, khaki_2, lassie, movie, Nazi_2, 
prairie_2, salami, sari_2, scampi, sortie, spaghetti, strategy, 
stymie, talkie, taxi 
 happY_b Chelsea, hockey, Swansea 
KIT KIT Syria 
lettER lettER indicator, liner, ogre, pallor, scorer, Tudor 
LOT LOT bother, Tom, waffle 
MOUTH MOUTH MacLeod 
NEAR NEAR_a -- 
 NEAR_b Deirdre 
 NEAR_c diphtheria, eerie, Madeira 
 NEAR_f Colosseum, Crimean, Galatea, Jacobean, Korea, Maria, 
Sophia, TeDeum 
NORTH NORTH_a Thor 
 NORTH_b cavort, corm, Dorking, Morgan, Mormon, morph, 
morpheme, morphia, morphine, orchid, porn, quartz, 
Thorpe, torque, torso, Warsaw, York 
 NORTH_c aural, Laura, Taurus 
NURSE NURSE berth, Byrne, Earp, erg, liqueur, masseur, twerp, Worthing 
PALM PALM_a blah, bra, ma, pa 
 PALM_b Afrikaans, Armagh, Bach, Bahai, baht, Botswana, Brahmin, 
Brahms, candelabra, couvade, Dada, Dali, façade, guano, 
Guatemala, guava, ha-ha, iguana, incommunicado, Java, 
Kahn, Karachi, kava, kraal, laager, lager, legato, llama, 
Lusaka, mafia, Mahal, maharajah_rajah, maharani_rani, 
Mahdi, Malawi, Mali, marijuana, Mikado, pizzicato, Pooh-
Bah, raj, roulade, salaam, schwa, Shah, Somalia, staccato, 
Sumatra, swami, Swazi, taj_1, Taj_2, Transvaal, Yokohama, 
Zhivago 
 PALM_f aubade, bah, Bali, chorale, Colorado, enchilada, finale, 
Ghana, khaki_1, khan, Koran, lava, locale, Nazi_1, Nevada, 
nirvana, Pakistan, palaver, panorama, pasha, piranha, plaza, 
pyjama_pajama, Shan, soprano 
PRICE PRICE_a bicycle, chi, Christ, Cyprus, eider, Glynde, hi-fi, hybrid, 
kaleidoscope, tried 
 PRICE_b -- 
SQUARE SQUARE_a Ayr, Eyre 
 SQUARE_b -- 
 SQUARE_c aquarium, Dun Laoghaire, Eire, Mary, Pharaoh, prairie_1 
START START_a bazaar, Saar 
 START_b aardvark 
 START_c aria, Bari, cascara, curare, Mata Hari, safari, Sahara, sari_1, 
scenario 
STRUT STRUT ɑ┌デｴヴｷWが ﾏ┌ゲデﾐげデ 
THOUGHT THOUGHT_a auk, Maugham, Paul, Raleigh, taut, Vaughan, Waugh 
 
 THOUGHT_b -- 
TRAP TRAP jazz, math_maths, panda_1 
 
 
Appendix III. IPA デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ B┌Iｴ;ﾐ;ﾐげゲ ふヱΑヵΑぶ ;ﾐS W;ﾉﾆWヴげゲ ふヱΑΓヱぶ ﾐﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ 
Buchanan 1757 IPA  Walker 1791 IPA ̄ /e准/  a1 /e准/ ̆ /æ/  a2 /a准/ 
ai /e准/  a3 【濮准【┸ 【臑准/ 
au/aw 【濮准/  a4 /æ/ 
oi /ai/14  e1 /i准/ e違  /i准/  e2 【瀑【 
ee /i/  i1 /ai/ ̆ 【瀑【  i2 【與【 ̄ /ai/  o1 /o准/ ̆ /i/  o2 /u准/ ̄【oa /o准/  o3 【濮准/ ̆ 【臑【  o4 【臑【 
oo /u/  u1 /ju准/ 
ou 【濮u【  u2 【炬【 ̄ /ju准/  u3 【炯【 ̆ 【炬【  o3i2 【濮i【 
   o3u3 【a炯【 




                                                          
14
 oi and oy have a mixed sound which is never varied, and sounds like long (i) (Buchanan, 1757: 11). 
